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My work draws on many aspects of contemporary and traditional ceramics; foremost is the use
of woodfiring. This is closely bound to deep ecology and sustainability. In woodfiring locally
prospected raw material, I believe there is a chance of creating an object that has Australian
cultural integrity.
The work on show here is made from locally prospected clay material - iron stone rich, partially
weathered Wianamatta shale. I choose to wash the clay through an 80 mesh sieve, to give the
body its characteristic speckle and bloom.
I have used a horizontal chambered cross draught kiln. These pots were fired predominately in
middle atmosphere, with periods of clear and smoky fire. The ash resist markings were created
with local reeds and grasses placed under roughly squared pots in these dishes during the firing.
As my heritage as an Australian is of the pot as a vessel, it is my intention that these dishes,
although decorative, should be used in the preparation, presentation and consumption of food.
It seems to me that if a particular soil type supports a particular native vegetation, that forest
draws its mineral content directly from that soil and clay. Chemically that timber represents that
clay. Only certain trees grow in particular locations because they are tuned to those exact
conditions, depending on altitude, rain fall, pH, soil type to name only a few. It is a unique
relationship. It then follows that if a pot is made from such a clay, and the wood used to fire it,
then a unique pot is produced, one that is specific to that place. However different plants take
different minerals in varying quantities. So selecting various timbers, and particular stratas of
clay provides scope for variation. The manipulation of these variables, plus the possibilities of
packing the kiln, and handling the fire provides the Australian artist with a unique palette to
work from.
The work in this show is all made from one batch of clay and fired in one firing of the kiln. The
variation comes from the position of the pot in the kiln.

